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To whom it may concern.
 
I am writing to note how much I appreciate the support of the ODA Weights and Measures
Metrology Laboratory.  I Manage the Field Technicians that repair all scales used in consumer trade
in 140 Safeway and Albertsons stores in Oregon and Southwest Washington.  Making sure our
customers and our company are compliant and fair to our customers is of the upmost importance to
our entire team.  I currently have our weight sets confirmed by the Metrology lab  every two years to
make sure all of our scales can be calibrated correctly.   These are for the Department scales, as well
as the point of sale scales in all of our locations.  I use the Oregon lab, as their findings are accepted
in both states in which we currently support the stores.  The lab team is efficient in their scheduling
and completion of testing, so as not to have my team out in the field too long without their weight
sets.  I appreciate their professionalism and respect for my team as well as our customers. 
 
Thanks
 

Corey Oliver
Field Tech Manager
Portland Division
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